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On the slice spectral sequence

JOHN ULLMAN

We introduce a variant of the slice spectral sequence which uses only regular slice
cells, and state the precise relationship between the two spectral sequences. We
analyze how the slice filtration of an equivariant spectrum that is concentrated over
a normal subgroup is related to the slice filtration of its geometric fixed points, and
use this to prove a conjecture of Hill on the slice filtration of an Eilenberg–Mac Lane
spectrum [3]. We also show how the (co)connectivity of a spectrum results in the
(co)connectivity of its slice tower, demonstrating the “efficiency” of the slice spectral
sequence.

55T99, 55N91, 55P91; 55Q91

1 Introduction

The slice spectral sequence in equivariant stable homotopy theory is analogous to the
slice spectral sequence in motivic homotopy theory (see Voevodsky [6]) and was an
important tool in the recent solution of the Kervaire invariant problem (see Hill, Hopkins
and Ravenel [4]). It is a spectral sequence of Mackey functors which converges strongly
to the equivariant stable homotopy groups of the given spectrum. It is defined as the
homotopy spectral sequence of the slice tower, which is an analogue of the Postnikov
tower. The slice tower is constructed using the apparatus of localizing subcategories,
which we review in Section 2.

In Section 3 we introduce the slice cells, which play the same role in the construction
of the slice tower that the sphere spectra play in the construction of the Postnikov tower,
and define the regular slice tower using the regular slice cells. The precise relationship
between the slice and regular slice towers is stated there as Proposition 3.1. We defer
to [4; 3] for basic facts and arguments about the slice filtration.

In Sections 4 and 5 we prove the conjectures of Hill (see [3]) concerning the slice
towers of spectra which are concentrated over a normal subgroup and the slice towers
of Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectra. In Section 6 we compute the slice towers of Eilenberg–
Mac Lane spectra in degree �2 and obtain bounds on the (co)connectivity of the slice
tower of a spectrum with a given (co)connectivity. This demonstrates the relative
“efficiency” of the slice spectral sequence.
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In what follows we implicitly use spectra in the sense of Lewis–May, where everything is
fibrant, and the fibrations are the spacewise Serre fibrations (see Lewis, May, Steinberger
and McClure [5]). We work with finite groups G , H , etc.; restriction to a subgroup H

is denoted by i�
H

. The homotopy category of genuine G –spectra (indexed on a complete
G–universe) is denoted by SpG , and the real regular representation of G is denoted
by �G . We use SV to denote the one-point compactification of the representation V ,
and indicate Mackey functors with an underline (eg M ).

2 Localizing subcategories

We will say that a full (nonempty) subcategory � of SpG is localizing if
� a spectrum isomorphic to an object of � is in � ;
� � is closed under taking cofibers and extensions;
� � is closed under wedge sums;
� � is closed under retract;
� � is closed under well-ordered homotopy colimits.

If � satisfies the first three conditions, then it contains the trivial spectrum and is closed
under suspension and arbitrary homotopy colimits. From this it follows that the last
two conditions above are redundant. See Farjoun [2] for more. We will assume from
now on that � is generated by a set T of spectra.

Define � ? to be the full subcategory of spectra X such that ŒY;X �D 0 for all Y 2 �

(or equivalently, for Y an iterated suspension of a generator). We write � ?X in place
of X 2 � ?. Note that
� a spectrum isomorphic to an object of � ? is in � ?;
� � ? is closed under desuspension and taking fibers and extensions;
� � ? is closed under products, and contains the trivial spectrum;
� � ? is closed under retract and well-ordered homotopy limits;
� if � has a set of compact generators then � ? is closed under wedge sums and

directed homotopy colimits.

Recall from [2] that the inclusion � ?� SpG has a left adjoint P �? . The construction
is the familiar one of iteratively attaching nullhomotopies for maps from suspensions
of generators. The construction must be iterated transfinitely in general, but may be
iterated only countably many times if the generators are !–small. We have a functorial
fiber sequence

P�X !X ! P �?X;
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letting P�X D Fib.X ! P �?X /, where the first map above is the terminal map to X

from a member of � and the second is the initial map from X to a member of � ?.
The spectrum P�X is also characterized by

� P�X 2 � ;
� Œ†kY;P�X �! Œ†kY;X � is surjective for all k � 0 and injective for all k ��1

and all generators Y .

Thus we can construct pW P�X ! X as a colimit of stages pi W .P�X /
.i/ ! X , as

follows, when the generators are compact. First we let

.P�X /
.0/
D

_
f W†kY!X
k�0;Y 2T

†kY;

where the sum runs over all maps f W †kY !X with k�0 and Y 2T , and p0D
W
f f .

Next, assuming we have defined .P�X /.i/ and pi , we define .P�X /.iC1/ as the cofiber
of the map _

f W†kY!.P�X /.i/

pifD0;k��1;Y 2T

†kY

W
f f
���! .P�X /

.i/;

where the sum runs over all maps f W †kY ! .P�X /
.i/ with k ��1 and Y 2 T such

that pif D 0, and pi is extended arbitrarily to piC1 . In this construction, one is free
to use only nonzero f at each stage. In what follows, we will generally find the P� to
be more useful than the P �? .

3 The slice and regular slice filtrations

We define the slice cells of dimension k to be the spectra GC^H Sn�H for njH j D k

and GC^H Sn�H�1 for njH j�1D k . Similarly, we define the regular slice cells to be
the slice cells of the first type listed above. Let �k (resp. x�k ) be the localizing category
generated by the slice cells (resp. regular slice cells) of dimension greater than or equal
to k . We will write �G

n , etc. if there is more than one group under consideration. The
following facts are elementary:

� �n and x�n are closed under induction and restriction, and thus under smashing
with .�1/–connected spectra;

� �n � �n�1 , x�n � x�n�1 ;
� x�n � �n; �n � x�n�.jGj�1/ ;
� S�G ^ �n Š �nCjGj;S

�G ^x�n Š x�nCjGj .
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See [4; 3] for the basic arguments and results on the slice filtration. Less obvious is the
following crucial fact.

Proposition 3.1 For all n we have †�n D x�nC1 .

Proof Since † is an equivalence that maps cofiber sequences to cofiber sequences, it
suffices to show that the suspension of a slice cell of dimension k is in x�kC1 and that
the desuspension of a regular slice cell of dimension k is in �k�1 . The only nontrivial
part is showing the inclusion GC ^H Sn�HC1 2 x�njH jC1 . We prove this by induction
on jGj; the result is trivial for the trivial group. Thus we may assume the result for all
proper subgroups of G . Since induction preserves the regular slice filtration, we may
assume that H DG . Now take the cofiber sequence

S.�G � 1/C! S0
! S�G�1

and smash with Sn�GC1 to obtain

S.�G � 1/C ^Sn�GC1
! Sn�GC1

! S .nC1/�G :

The spectrum on the left is built out of induced cells, and so the induction hypothesis
implies that it is in x�njGjC1 . The spectrum on the right is in x�.nC1/jGj � x�njGjC1 . Thus
the middle spectrum is in x�njGjC1 , as required.

Remark Amusingly, this implies that �n is generated by the irregular slice cells of
dimension greater than or equal to n.

Corollary 3.2 For all n we have natural isomorphisms

†P�n
Š Px�nC1

†:

Remark What the above implies is that the original slice construction is just a shifted
version of the regular construction applied to the suspension. Thus we may view
the regular construction as being fundamental, and the original construction as being
derived from it.

Corollary 3.3 For all n we have inclusions

†�n � �nC1; †x�n � x�nC1:

The proofs are immediate. Next we note that under certain circumstances, the slice and
regular slice filtrations of a spectrum coincide.

Proposition 3.4 If P�n
X 2 x�n then P�n

X D Px�n
X .
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The proof is immediate, considering the universal property which characterizes Px�n
X .

We can also give a criterion in terms of the slices. We use the following notation for
the n–slice:

Pn
n X D Fib.P �n?X ! P �n�1?X /Š Cofib.P�nC1

X ! P�n
X /:

Proposition 3.5 If Pk
k

X 2 x�k for all k then P�n
X 2 x�n for all n.

Proof Since P�nCjGj�1
X 2 x�n , the spectrum P�n

X has a finite filtration

�! P�nCjGj�1
X ! � � � ! P�nC1

X ! P�n
X

such that the successive cofibers are in x�n .

This brings us to the following important point.

Remark The regular slice spectral sequence (or RSSS) is easily seen to have mul-
tiplicative pairings (one simply shows that x�n ^ x�m � x�nCm ). Also, the collection
of regular slice cells is self-dual. Thus, we will observe below a kind of duality or
symmetry about 0 in the RSSS, while the slice spectral sequence (or SSS) is symmetric
about �1. Furthermore, in favorable cases such as KR (see Dugger [1]) and the
various spectra constructed from M U R in the solution of the Kervaire invariant
problem (see [4]), the two spectral sequences coincide. Thus, in many cases it may
be more fruitful to work with the RSSS than the SSS. Note however that in cases
where the two coincide, we are guaranteed different vanishing lines of slope jGj � 1.
For t � s < 0 the SSS guarantees a stronger vanishing line, while for t � s > 0 the
RSSS does.

We can use Proposition 3.1 to quickly derive a few more basic facts, using what is
known about the �n .

Proposition 3.6 The category x�k consists of the .k�1/–connected spectra for kD0;1.
The category x�2 consists of the connected spectra X such that ŒGC^S1;X �D 0. For
k � 0 and all H �G we have G=HC ^Sk 2 x�k .

The last statement is proved by induction on k , using Corollary 3.3 above. Finally,
since we have �0 D x�0 and S�G ^ �n Š �nCjGj;S

�G ^x�n Š x�nCjGj , we conclude the
following.

Corollary 3.7 For all n the categories �njGj and x�njGj coincide.
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From now on, we work with the RSSS instead of the SSS. Results for the SSS can be
easily deduced from what follows by applying Proposition 3.1.

If X 2 x�n we write X � n or X > n�1, and if x�n ?X we write X < n or X � n�1.
We write xPn in place of Px�n

and xPn�1 in place of Px�n? , so that we have functorial
fiber sequences

xPnX !X ! xPn�1X:

We denote the regular n–slice of X by xPn
n X .

4 Local spectra

Let F be a family of subgroups of G , and F 0 its complement in the family of all
subgroups. As usual we denote by EF the universal F –space and zEF its unreduced
suspension. Recall that a spectrum X is called F 0–local if one of the following
equivalent conditions hold:

� EFC ^X Š 0;

� X Š zEF ^X ;

� i�
H

X Š 0 for all H 2 F ;

� �H
n X D 0 for all n and all H 2 F .

The inclusion of the full subcategory of F 0–local spectra, which we denote by SpF
0

G ,
has a left adjoint, given by zEF ^ . � /. We call this F 0–localization. Now let � denote
a localizing subcategory which is generated by a set T . We have the following general
fact.

Theorem 4.1 If � is closed under F 0–localization, then for any F 0–local spectrum X ,
P�X and P �?X are F 0–local.

Proof The second statement follows from the first. Let �F
0

denote the localizing
subcategory generated by zEF ^ T ; by hypothesis, this is contained in � . Also,
any element of �F

0

has a (possibly transfinite) filtration whose successive cofibers
are wedges of suspensions of elements of zEF ^ T , so �F

0

consists of F 0–local
spectra. This implies that �F

0

� zEF ^ � . Conversely, suppose that X has a (possibly
transfinite) filtration whose successive cofibers are wedges of suspensions of elements
of T . Smashing this filtration with zEF , we obtain a filtration for zEF ^ X with
successive cofibers that are wedges of suspensions of elements of zEF ^T . Thus we
have zEF ^ � � �F 0 as well, so that �F

0

D zEF ^ � D SpF
0

G \� .
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Now let X be F 0–local, and consider the map P�F0X !X . The spectrum P�F0X is
in � by the above. Furthermore, for any Y 2 � the map

ŒY;P�F0X �! ŒY;X �

is isomorphic to the map

Œ zEF ^Y;P�F0X �! Œ zEF ^Y;X �;

since both X and P�F0X are F 0–local. The above map is an isomorphism; thus,
P�F0X !X satisfies the required universal property. That is, P�X Š P�F0X , so it is
F 0–local.

Since the categories x�n satisfy the above criterion, we immediately get the following.

Corollary 4.2 The RSSS for an F 0–local spectrum is F 0–local.

Remark This corollary can be proven much more simply by using the fact that the
RSSS construction commutes with restriction functors; in fact, if i�

H
X D 0 then

i�
H
xPnX D 0 for all n. However, we will need the more precise arguments given above

in what follows.

Warning The example of GDZ=2Z, F Dfeg, X DKR shows that taking (regular)
slices does not commute with localization in general. In fact, zEF ^X D 0, but the
localizations of the (regular) slices of X are not zero (see [1]).

Now suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G , and let F ŒN � denote the family of
subgroups that do not contain N . Recall that SpF ŒN �

0

G
is the category of spectra whose

homotopy groups are concentrated over N , and that this is equivalent to the category
of G=N –spectra (see [5]). The equivalence is given by the N –fixed point functor,
which is equal to the N –geometric fixed point functor ˆN on SpF ŒN �

0

G
. Following

Hill [3], we call the inverse equivalence pullback, and denote it by ��
N

. We recall the
following basic fact, which may be proved by noting that G ^H . � / and ˆN are left
adjoint functors whose right adjoints, i�

H
and ��

N
, fit into a commutative square with

i�
H=N

and ��
N
W SpH=N ! SpH .

Lemma 4.3 There are natural isomorphisms

ˆN .GC ^H X /Š

(
G=NC ^H=N ˆN .X / if H �N;

0 if H 6�N:

In particular, we have that the homotopy groups of ˆN X are just the (possibly) nonzero
homotopy groups of X , when X is concentrated over N . We can now prove the
following results.
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Theorem 4.4 After saturating in isomorphism classes, we have

��N .SpG=N /\x�
G
m D �

�
N

�
x�

G=N

dm=jN je

�
:

Proof First, note that the above intersection is SpF ŒN �
0

G
\x�m D x�

F ŒN �0
m . Now let Tm

denote the set of regular slice cells of dimension greater than or equal to m. Then x�F ŒN �
0

m

is the localizing category generated by zEF ŒN �^Tm . Since SpF ŒN �
0

G
is a triangulated

subcategory of SpG which is closed under wedge sums, we can regard x�F ŒN �
0

m as the
localizing subcategory of SpF ŒN �

0

G
generated by zEF ŒN �^ Tm . Now, the geometric

fixed point functor is an equivalence of triangulated categories, so we can immediately
identify ˆN

�
x�
F ŒN �0
m

�
as the localizing subcategory of SpG=N generated by ˆN .Tm/.

To determine this category, we may begin by throwing out the elements of ˆN .Tm/

that are trivial. By Lemma 4.3, the nonzero elements are

ˆN .GC ^H Sk�H /ŠG=NC ^H=N Sk�H=N

for H � N; kjH j � m. These are all regular slice cells, and a regular slice cell
of dimension d D kjH=N j is in this set when kjH j D d jN j � m; that is, when
d � dm=jN je. Thus we have ˆN

�
x�
F ŒN �0
m

�
D x�dm=jN je .

Corollary 4.5 Let XD��
N
.Y / be concentrated over N . Then xPmXD��

N
. xPdm=jN jeY /.

Thus the regular kjN j–slice of X is the pullback of the regular k –slice of Y , and all
other regular slices of X are zero.

Proof We know that xPmX is concentrated over N . Thus xPmX ! X is terminal
among maps to X from spectra in ��

N
.SpG=N /\ �

G
m D �

�
N

�
�

G=N

dm=jN je

�
. The second

statement follows from the first.

Remark The above result was originally conjectured by Mike Hill in [3]; it is stated
there (in terms of the irregular slice filtration) as Conjecture 4.11. Theorem 4.9 of that
paper gives the correct upper bound for spectra that are pulled back from a quotient
group, while Theorem 4.12 gives a nonoptimal lower bound; the above corollary
remedies this situation. Hill also gave proofs of the special cases where N DG and
where ŒG WN �D 2; see [3, Theorem 6.14, Corollary 4.14], respectively.

The following corollary will be useful for doing inductive proofs in the sequel.

Corollary 4.6 If X is concentrated over G and .n� 1/–connected then X � njGj.

Proof X G is .n� 1/–connected; hence, it is greater than or equal to n, so its lowest
possible nonzero regular slice is the regular n–slice. By Theorem 4.4, the lowest
possible nonzero regular slice of X is the regular njGj–slice.
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5 The slices of an Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectrum

Let M be a Mackey functor. Following Hill (see [3]), we define a filtration of M by

FkM .G=H /D fx 2M .G=H / j i�J x D 0 in M .G=J / for J �H; jJ j< kg:

(Actually, this differs from Hill’s filtration by a shift.) Evidently, FkM .G=H / D 0

when jH j<k . To determine the regular slice tower for †HM we need two preliminary
lemmas.

Lemma 5.1 If k � 1 and M .G=H /D 0 for jH j< k then †HM � k .

Proof We proceed by induction on jGj; the result is trivial for the trivial group. We
may also assume that 1 < k � jGj, since M D 0 for k > jGj. Consider the cofiber
sequence

xPk.†HM /!†HM ! C:

The spectrum C is evidently .1� 1/–connected, and is concentrated over G by the
induction hypothesis. Therefore, by Corollary 4.6, we have C � jGj � k .

Lemma 5.2 There is a natural isomorphism

ŒGC ^H S�H ; †HM �D fx 2M .G=H / j all proper restrictions of x are 0g:

Proof Firstly, the above group is isomorphic to ŒS�H�1; i�
H

HM �, which is isomorphic
to Œ.S�H�1/Œ1�;H.i�

H
M /�, where .�/Œ1� denotes taking the 1–skeleton. There is a

cofiber sequence

.S.�H � 1//
Œ0�
C ! S0

! .S�H�1/Œ1�!†.S.�H � 1//
Œ0�
C :

Now the space S.�H � 1/ can be given a cell structure with at least one zero-cell of
the form H=J for each proper subgroup J of H , so we can take .S.�H � 1//

Œ0�
C to

be a wedge of copies of H=JC , with at least one summand for each J ¨ H . The
result follows by mapping the above cofiber sequence into H.i�

H
M /.

We now prove the conjecture of Hill [3] concerning the regular slice filtration for
†HM .

Theorem 5.3 The regular slice tower for †HM is given by

xPk.†HM /D†H.FkM /:

Proof We have a cofiber sequence

†H.FkM /!†HM !†H.M =FkM /:
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By Lemma 5.1, the spectrum on the left is greater than or equal to k , so it suffices to
show that the spectrum on the right is less than k . Since it is an Eilenberg–Mac Lane
spectrum in dimension 1, the only nontrivial part is to show that

ŒGC ^H S�H ; †H.M =FkM /�D 0

for all subgroups H such that jH j � k . This group is identified by Lemma 5.2. Hence,
let x 2M =FkM .G=H / for some H of order greater than or equal to k and suppose
that i�

J
xD0 for all J ¨H . Let x be represented by y2M .G=H /. For any subgroup J

of H of order less than k , J is proper, so i�
J

x D 0 in M =FkM .G=J /ŠM .G=J /.
Thus, i�

J
y D 0 as well; that is, y 2 FkM .G=H /, so x D 0.

Remark The above result for cyclic groups of prime power order was previously
given by Hill (see [3, Theorem 5.8]). Hill was led to conjecture the above result by the
observation that the filtration he defined on Mackey functors makes sense for arbitrary
finite groups.

We will compute the regular slice tower for a †�1HM in the next section.

6 Efficiency of the slice spectral sequence

Let n > 0, and consider GC ^H Sn�H . This has a cell decomposition into cells of
type G=J and dimension k , where kjJ j � njH j. Taking the Spanier–Whitehead dual
decomposition for GC ^H S�n�H , we find that it is in the localizing subcategory
generated by the spectra G=JC ^S�k with kjJ j � njH j. Furthermore, we have that
G=JC ^S�k DGC ^J .S

�k�J ^Sk.�J�1//� �kjJ j. Thus we have the following.

Theorem 6.1 Let n� 0. The category x��n is generated by the spectra G=HC ^Sk

for k � 0 and the spectra G=HC ^S�k for k > 0, kjH j � n. Also, x�1 is generated
by the spectra G=HC ^Sk for k � 1 and H �G .

Theorem 6.2 Let n � 1, and suppose that � iX D 0 for i < n. Then this holds for
all xPkX , xPkX , and xPk

k
X .

Proof It suffices to prove that xPmX is .n � 1/–connected for all m. This holds
trivially for m> 0, so we may assume that m� 0. We begin to construct xPmX with
a wedge of suspensions of the generators given in Theorem 6.1, one for each (nonzero)
map into X. Thus this first stage uses only spheres of dimension greater than or equal
to n, so it is .n� 1/–connected. Next, we iteratively kill the kernel on suspensions (by
j � �1) of these generators, with one summand for each (nonzero) map in the kernel.
Inductively, we easily see that at each stage we are only using spheres of dimension
greater than or equal to n, so that each stage is .n� 1/–connected.
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Note that, in the above construction, the map from �n of each stage to �n of the next
stage is surjective. Hence, recalling that the regular slice filtration may be given by

Fm�nX D im.�n
xPmX ! �nX /;

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 6.3 Let n>0 and suppose that X is .�n�1/–connected. Then F�m��nX

is the sub-Mackey functor of ��nX generated by the elements of ��nX.G=H / for
jH j �m=n.

Next, for any Mackey functor M and any real number c , we define FcM to be the
sub-Mackey functor of M generated by the elements of M .G=H / for jH j � c .

Theorem 6.4 For any Mackey functor M and integer n we have

xPn.†
�1HM /D†�1H.F�nM /;

xPn
n .†

�1HM /D†�1H.F�nM =F�n�1M /:

Proof The second statement follows from the first. Now, †�1HM < 0, so both
spectra are clearly zero for n� 0. Hence, let n< 0. Since the spectra G=HC^Sj are
greater than n for all j � 0, we have

�j
xPn.†

�1HM /Š �j .†
�1HM /D 0;

�j
xPn�1.†�1HM /D 0;

for all j � 0. Furthermore, by Theorem 6.2 we have that the spectra xPn.†
�1HM / and

xPn�1.†�1HM / are .�2/–connected; hence, they are Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectra
in dimension �1. This implies that the map

��1
xPn.†

�1HM /! ��1.†
�1HM /DM

is injective. Thus, by Corollary 6.3 applied with nD 1 we have

��1
xPm.†

�1HM /Š FmM D F�mM :

Analogous to Theorem 6.2 in this section, we have the following.

Theorem 6.5 Let n� �1, and suppose that � iX D 0 for i > n. Then this holds for
all xPkX , xPkX , and xPk

k
X .
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Proof It suffices to prove this for xPkX . If nD�1 or 0 then X � n and this is trivial,
so suppose n> 0. We proceed by induction on jGj. Examining the connectivities of
the slice cells, we have X � njGj, so we may assume that k < njGj. Consider the
fiber sequence

F ! xPkX ! Postn. xPkX /:

Now, by the inductive hypothesis, the map on the right is an isomorphism on all
proper subgroups, so F is concentrated over G . Furthermore, F D PostnC1. xP

kX / is
n–connected, so by Corollary 4.6 we have

F � .nC 1/jGj> k:

Since F > k and xPkX � k , the map on the left in the above fiber sequence is zero.
However, it is also an isomorphism on homotopy groups in dimensions that are greater
than n.

We now have the following collection of results:

� A spectrum is zero if and only if its (R)SSS is zero;

� A spectrum is n–connected (n� 0) if and only if its RSSS is;

� A spectrum is n–coconnected (n� 0) if and only if its RSSS is;

� A spectrum restricts to zero in a subgroup of G if and only if its (R)SSS does.

Thus, for example, one will not be forced to compute any of the negative columns in
the SS past the first page if they are going to converge to zero anyway. We sum this up
by saying that the (regular) slice spectral sequence is very efficient.
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